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ABSTRACT

To measure characteristics such as density and particle
size distributions of a medium that interacts with light,
a polarimeter simultaneously develops all 16 elements of
the Mueller matrix by modulating polarized monochro- '
matic light with a quarter-wave retarder operating at a

predetermined frequency before transmitting it to the
medium and then modulating the light leaving the me
dium with another quarter-wave retarder which oper
ates at a frequency ?ve times that of the predetermined
frequency of modulation of the light transmitted to the

medium. The light is electrically detected and provides
a signal which may, by Fourier analysis, be broken into
25 terms. The coef?cients of those 25 terms, by rela
tively easy calculations, provide the 16 elements of the
Mueller matrix. An electrical element is provided for
optically simulating the rotation of a quarter-wave re
tarder.

29 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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POLARIMETER

This invention relates to polarimeters.
In one type of polarimeter, polarized light is transmit
ted to a medium and modulated either before or after it
reaches the medium or both before it reaches the me

2

To rotate an optical element, which may be a quarter:
wave retarder in an embodiment of the invention, light
is rotated in one direction through an angle on one side

of the retarder and then through the same angle on the
other side of the retarder as a substitute for rotating the
retarder. This mechanism may be used to rotate opti

medium or passed through it is measured and used to

cally any optical element through which light 'is trans
mitted, and, advantageously, the light may be rotated
by Faraday cells which receive equal and opposite po

construct a Mueller matrix which identi?es certain

tentials from a single source.

dium and after. The light which is re?ected from the
characteristics of the medium.
In one prior art type of polarimeter of this class, four

As can be understood from the above description, the
‘polarimeter of this invention has several advantages

wave retarders are vibrated to modulate the light both

such as: (l) itis relatively simple and requires only two

entering the medium and leaving the medium.
This prior art polarimeter has the disadvantage of
being complicated. It is complicated because of the

moving parts or electrical units that simulate the two

moving parts; (2) it generates all 16 elements of the
' Mueller matrix and thus may be used to de?ne the clas

multiple modulators that are required and because of

tic interaction of the medium with light; (3) it generates

the difficulty of analyzing the electrical signal gener

redundant information which may be used to check on

ated by the detector to form a Mueller matrix which

the internally generated noise of the circuit; and (4) it is

identi?es characteristics of the medium. The polarime
ters that modulate the light either before or after inter
acting with the medium are unable to provide suf?cient

fast and generates the Mueller matrix in an on-line,
simultaneous manner.

I

The above noted and other features of the invention
will be better understood from the following detailed

information for a Mueller matrix without extensive
description when considered in connection with the
measurements and calculations.
Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to pro 25 accompanying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed schematic diagram of a polarim
vide a novel polarimeter.
eter in accordance with an embodiment of the inven
It is a further object of the invention to provide a
tion;
.
novel method of measuring certain characteristics of a
FIG. 2 is a logic circuit diagram of a portion of the
medium by its interaction with light.
,
30 embodiment of FIG. 1;
It is a still further object of the invention to provide a

novel ellipsometer.
It is a still further object of the invention to provide a

simple universal polarimeter.
I It is a still further object of the invention to provide a

polarimeter in which a single signal can provide a simul
taneous identi?cation of the 16 elementsof a Mueller
matrix.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of apparatus for opti
cally rotating an optical element which may be used in

an embodiment of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed schematic diagram of a polarim
eter in accordance with another embodiment of the
invention; and

4

-

FIG. 5 is an embodiment of another type of polarime
ter.

’

'

It is a still further object of the invention to provide a
In FIG. 1, there is shown a polarimeter 10 having a
polarimeter in which an electrical signal is generated by 40 synchronizing signal source 12, an optical-electrical
light interacting with a medium and Fourier analysis
analyzer 14, and readout apparatus 16. The optical-elec
provided on that light to provide 25 coefficients which
trical analyzer 14 develops an electrical signal which
are sufficient to identify the 16 elements of a Mueller
matrix.
It is a still further object of the invention to provide a

novel mechanism for optically rotating an optical ele
ment.

In accordance with the above and further objects of
the invention, a polarimeter includes a source of mono

chromatic light, ?rst and second polarizers, and ?rst
and second quarter-wave retarders. The ?rst polarizer
is ?xed in position and receives the light from the source
of light. The ?rst quarter-wave retarder modulates the
light passing through the ?rst polarizer at a predeter
mined frequency and applies it to a medium, character
istics of which are to be measured. The second quarter
wave retarder modulates the light at a frequency of ?ve
times or else one-?fth of the ?rst quarter-wave retarder

after the light has interacted with the medium. The
second polarizer returns the polarized light to the origi
nal (or another ?xed) axis and transmits it to a detector.

represents the characteristics of a medium being ana

lyzed through the use of optical analysis and provides
that signal to the readout system 16 which records val

ues indicating those characteristics. The synchronizing
signal source 12 provides synchronizing signals to the

optical-electrical analyzer 14.,
To optically analyze a medium, the optical-electrical
analyzer 14 includes a source of modulated light 18, a

sample cell 20, an optical analyzing system 22, a Fourier
analysis unit 24, and modulator controller 26. The
source of modulated light 18 applies a modulated beam

of light to the material sample being analyzed in the
sample cell 20 and the analyzing optics 22 analyzes that
light and applies it to the electrical Fourier analyzer 24
which converts the light to electrical signals and pro
vides an electrical output representing a Fourier analy

sis of the optical signal. The modulator controller 26
controls the source of modulated light 18 and the opti
cal analyzing system 22 in a manner to be described

A Fourier signal analyzer analyzes the electrical sig
hereinafter.
_
nal generated by the detector in response to the light
With this equipment, the polarimeter 10 serves as a
and generates coef?cients which may be used tocalcu
universal polarimeter which provides an on-line read
late the elements of the Mueller matrix with relatively 65 out of the optical characteristics of the substance, thus
simple arithmetic operations such as adding and sub
enabling it to serve as an ellipsometer for characteriza
tracting and multiplying or dividing by constants. This
tion of surfaces and thin ?lms as well as a polarimeter
may be done with a small computer.
for measuring the elastic interaction of light with any

‘ 4,306,809
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substance through which it passes such as particle sus

recording. The recorded amplitudes then indicate the

pensions, fog, haze, and the like.

characteristics of the material in the sample cell 20.
To synchronize the modulator controller 26 and the

'

_

To modulate the beam of light being applied to the
sample cell 20, the source of modulated light 18 includes
a monochromatic light source 28, a ?xed polarizing

element 30, and the quarter-wave retarder 32 all
adapted to provide a beam of light 34 to the sample cell
20. The source of monochromatic light 28‘ applies a.

Fourier signal analyzer 46, the synchronizing signal
source 12 is electrically connected to both the modula
tor controller 26 and the Fourier signal analyzer 46

through a conductor 29. The frequency of the signal

beam of light ?rst through the ?xed polarizing element

may be 60 cycles or any other suitable frequency chosen
to operate with the modulator controller 26 and the

30 and from the ?xed polarizing element 30 to the quar
ter-wave retarder 32 and from there to the sample cell

analyzer 46. For ‘example, if the modulator controller 26

20. vThe quarter-wave retarder 32 modulates the beam

a 60 cycle mains supply, then the synchronizing signal

of light with a frequency f.

source 12 may be the 60 cycle AC mains supply.
The Fourier signal analyzer 46 is of a type which
provides the coef?cients for each of the different fre
quencies for the Fourier series into 25 different conduc
tors four of which, 48A0, 48A2, 48B2 and 48B1, are
shown in FIG. 1 as an example. Each of the different

-

The source of monochromatic light 28 is preferrably
a laser which generates light which interacts with the
substance being analyzed in the sample cell 20. The
?xed polarizer is a linear polarizer which has a ?xed axis

which is known. It polarizes the light and applies it to
the quarter-wave retarder 32 which may be for example
a rotating mica disc. Such discs are known in the art and
consist of substantially a’ 1.5 millimeter-thick mica disc
attached at one end to the shaft of a small synchronous
motor which rotates at a selected frequency.

includes a synchronous motor designed to operate from

coef?cients is a time varying DC signal on a different
one of the conductors indicating one of the Fourier
coef?cients of the signal on conductor 44. The Fourier

signal analyzer 46 develops 25 varying DC signals or a
. zero potential.

To modulate the beam of light 34, the disc 32 rotates 25
Each of the 25 possible‘ signals represents a different
about an axis perpendicular to and passing through the
term
of the Fourier series that is developed by the polar
center of its wide surfaces in the path of the beam of
ized light interacting with the medium in sample cell 20
light 34. Other types of quarter-wave retarders are
when the light is modulated before and after interacting
known in the art and are available.

'

The sample cell 20 has transparent windows and is
capable of holding the sample or may include a clamp to
‘ hold a ?lm-coated substrate. It is positioned to receive

light from the beam 34 and permit the light to pass
through it or be re?ected from it into a beam 36.

To analyze the light beam 36 which carries informa
tion about the substance being studied in the sample cell
20, the optical analyzing system 22 includes a quarter
wave retarder 38 and a ?xed polarizing element 40. The

light beam 36 passes through the quarter-wave: retarder
38 and then through the ?xed polarizing element 40 into
the optical-electrical analyzer 24. The quarter-wave
retarder 38 is synchronized with the quarter-wave re
tarder 32 to operate at a multiple of the frequency of the

quarter-wave retarder 32. For example, if the quarter
wave retarder 32 is operating at a frequency f the quar
ter-wave retarder 38 operates at a frequency of 5 ,f. If
the quarter-wave retarders 32 and 38 are discs, then the
disc 32 is rotated at a speed 1/5 of the speed of the disc
38.

The ?xed polarizing elements 30 and 40 may have
any arbitrarily selected known axes. The quarter-wave
retarders 32 and 38 are rotated in synchronism by the

synchronous motor 27 which is driven by the signal
from the synchronizing signal source 12. The disc 32 is
driven directly from the shaft and the disc 38 is driven

with the medium by synchronized quarter-wave retard
ers in a ?ve to one ratio of modulation. Only 16 signals
are necessary to fully identify the 16 elements of the
Mueller matrix and the remaining signals are redundant

and may be used for error checking or correcting. The

analyzer 46 providesan output for each revolution of
retarder 32 and ?ve revolutions of disc 38 under the

control of the synchronizing signal source 12. Suitable
Fourier analyzers are commercially available.
The display 16 includes a Mueller matrix converter
40 50 and a recorder or display 52. The Mueller matrix

converter 50 receives the 16 signals, four of which are

48A0, 48A2, 48B2 and 48B1 being shown in FIG. 1 and
converts them to the 16 elements of a Mueller matrix
which characterize the interaction of light with a me

dium, and therefore identify the medium.
Determination of a Mueller matrix for a medium by

the Fourier analysis of light received from the medium
is a'known method for obtaining information about the
medium with which the light interacts. The Mueller
matrix is a 4X4 matrix which relates the Stokes vectors

of light before and after its interaction with the sample.
It is determined by the shape, refractive index, mean
size and spread in the size distribution of scattering
particles in the medium.

through a gear system that maintains the ?ve to one

To determine the elements of the Mueller matrix for
the medium in sample cell 20, the Mueller matrix con

ratio of rotation between the discs 32 and 38.

verter 50 performs operations on signals representing

The light beam 36 after being analyzed is passed to a

the coef?cients of the Fourier series from the Fourier

photodetector 42 which converts it to an electrical 60 signal analyzer 46 to obtain the coef?cients of the Muel

signal that is applied through a conductor 44 to a Fou
rier analyzer 46. The electrical signal on conductor 44
from the detector 42 includes 25 Fourier components
which the Fourier signal analyzer 46 reduces to 25
separate amplitudes in a signal 'for application to the
readout apparatus 16. The signals from the Fourier
signal analyzer 46 are applied to an analog-to-digital
converter and converted from serial to parallel form for

ler matrix and apply them to the‘ recorder or display 52.
To perform this function, the Mueller matrix converter
50 receives 16 inputs and calculates 16 elements of the
Mueller matrix from the 16 inputs.
The values of the Fourier amplitudes are indicated

symbolically in Table l which designates each of the
values if the coef?cients of the Fourier series by 48A or
48B and by a number from 0 through 12.

4,306,809

This is done because some of the values are sine values
and they have been indicated by A terms and some of
them are cosine values in the Fourier series and these
are represented by B terms. The numbers from 0 to 12

is determined by the effect of the optical system, includ
ing the effect of the two modulators on the light. It is

further arbitrarily assumed that the part of each element
of the Mueller matrix which is caused by the optical

indicates the number of the term in the Fourier series. 20 system may be considered as a separate matrix that
In Table 2, the elements M of the Mueller matrix are
includes constants and variables with the variables
shown in terms of the values conducted to it by conduc
being a simple product of the two frequencies of the
tors 48A0-48A12 and 48B1-48B12 with each element
of the Mueller matrix being shown with the column of

two modulators.

Secondly, it is believed that the measurement is sim

the element indicated by the ?rst digit of the subscript 25 pli?ed ?rst by the use of only two modulators because ,
and its row by the second digit of the subscript.
this simpli?es the matrix representing the optical sys
Because the quarter-wave retarders 32 and 38 are
tem. One modulator provides inadequate information.
synchronized and operate with one being a ?xed multiThirdly, it is believed that the measurement is simpli
ple in frequency of the other in operation of a one to
?ed by the synchronization of the two modulators and
?ve ratio, the Fourier expression of the signal on con- 30 that this synchronization causes the Mueller matrix that
ductor 44 is limited to 25 terms which are readily manipulated to calculate the elements of the Mueller matrix. Table l expresses the Mueller matrix elements in

identi?es the interaction of the light with the medium to
be calculable from the coef?cients of a Fourier analysis
which has a ?nite number of terms.
terms of the coef?cients of the Fourier signal analysis
Fourthly, it is still further believed that the process is
with the subscripts referring to the term of the Fourier 35 further simpli?ed because the modulation of one of the
analysis, A representing a sine term and B a cosine term

two elements is a product, or an even multiple of the

with the number following the letter indicating the
modulation of the ‘other.
'
place of the term in the series.
'
Fifthly, it is believed that a one to ?ve ratio is opti
TABLE 2
ROW
COLUMN

1

2

3

m'23 = 4 X (48Bl2 — 4888)

m’33 = 4 X (48,48 _ 43A12)

It is not completely understood why the use of two
synchronized quarter-wave retarders on opposite sides
of the medium with which the light reacts when modu
lated in a one to ?ve ratio provides the simple relation
ships expressed in Tables 1 and 2. However, it is be

_

4

mum athough this is not known as a provable certainty.
Table 1 results from a substitution into the relation

ships described above of the frequencies of modulation
of one to ?ve. The table occurs in substantially the same

form regardless of whether the faster retarder is before
the light reaches the medium or after; A better under
process which simpli?es the relationship, each of which
standing of this relationship can be obtained from the
individually simpli?es the amount of work necessary to 60 paper by R. M. A. Azzam entitled “Photopolarimetric
convert the measurements into a meaningful Mueller
Measurement of the Mueller Matrix by Fourier Analy
matrix that identi?es the characteristics of the medium.
sis of a Single Detected Signal”, published by Optics
Firstly, the understanding that there are a number of
Letters, Vol. 2, No. 6, June, 1978, pgs. 148-150.
parts to the process of simpli?cation is based on the
The Fourier signal analyzer 46 may be of any type.
principle of superposition or the concept that each of 65 For example, Fourier analyzers which: (1) ?lter the
the elements of the Mueller matrix may be composed of
different frequency components; (2) separate the sine
two separate parts, one of which is determined by the
and cosine functions for each frequency by phase detec
effect of the medium on the light and the other of which
tion; and (3) gate these functions to the output conduc~
lieved that there are a number of separate steps to the

4,306,809
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tors by the signal from which these synchronizing sig
nal sources are suitable. Also, harmonic coef?cient

generators of the type disclosed in US. Pat. No.
2,752,092 which modulate the total signal by each of the

frequencies selectively and perform the known integra
tion to generate the coef?cients for each term are suit

able. Whichever type of Fourier signal analyzer is used,
the coef?cients for each term is gated to the appropriate ,

8

54M22. The other input of the differential ampli?er 58 is
electrically connected to conductor 54M21 through the
operational ampli?er 66 which is adjusted to divide its
input signal by one half.
The output of the differential ampli?er 58 is electri
cally connected to conductor 54Ml1 to provide to that
conductor a signal which is equal to the signal for con
ductor 48A0 as calibrated by the potentiometer 56A0

conductors 48A0-48A12 and 48B1-48B12 (four of
minus one half the signal on conductor 54M12, one half
which are shown in FIG. 1). Many different versions of 10 of the signal on conductor 54M21 and one fourth of the
analog and digital Fourier signal analyzers are available
signal on the conductor 54M22. This output is equal to
and may be adapted for use with the invention.
- the element of the Mueller matrix in position 11.
In FIG. 2, there is shown a logic circuit diagram of
To provide a signal for column 1, row 2 (M12) of the
the Mueller matrix converter 50 having connected to it
Mueller matrix on‘conductor 54M12, the Mueller ma

input conductors 48A0, 48A2, 48B2, 48B1, 48A10,
48B3, 481310, 48B8, 48B12, 48A8, 48A12, 48A9, 48B5,

5 trix converter includes a differential ampli?er 70 and

48B3, 48A3 and 48B4 having output conductors

non-inverting input of the differential ampli?er 70 is

54Mll—54M44. The output conductors carry the 16
elements of the 4X 4 Mueller matrix signals on them and
the input conductors are connected to the Fourier sig
nal analyzer 46 to receive the corresponding coef?ci
cuts of the Fourier analysis from the detector 42' (FIG.
1). The outputs are connected to the recorder or display

electrically connected to conductor 48A2 through the
calibration potentiometer 56A2 and the operational
ampli?er 72 which is adjusted to multiply the signal by
two. The inverting or negative input terminal of the
differential ampli?er 70 is electrically connected to
conductor 54M22 through the operational ampli?er 74,
which is‘ adjusted to divide the signal by one half. The
output of the differential ampli?er 70 is electrically

two operational ampli?ers 72 and 74. The positive or

52 (FIG. 1) to display the numerical values of the ele
ments of the Mueller matrix to provide information 25
about the sample contained in the sample cell 20. While
connected to conductor 54M12 to provide a signal
an analog Mueller matrix converter 50 is shown in FIG.
which is equal to two times the signal on conductor
2, a digital calculator would of course be used if the

48A2 as calibrated minus one half the signal on conduc

Fourier signal analyzer 46 were a digital instrument.
The Mueller matrix converter 50 performs the func
tion of calibrating or normalizing the circuitry and of
calculating the actual elements of the coef?cients of the
Fourier analyzer. There are surplus coef?cients which

tor 54M22, this signal being equal to the element in the
Mueller matrix at position 12.
output conductor 54M13 is electrically connected to the

are not used but could be‘ used as can be seen from Table

output of a circuit 76B which is identical to the circuit

1 since alternate coefficients may be used with slightly
different arithmetic functions being performed. Those

76A to which conductor 54M13 is connected. One of
the two inputs to that circuit is electrically connected
through a potentiometer 56B2 to the conductor 48B2
and the other is electrically connected to conductor

additional coef?cients can be used for error checking or

correcting if desired, although that is not shown in FIG.
2.

.

To provide a signal on conductor 54M13 equal to the
element in the Mueller matrix at column 1 row 3, the

* 54M23. The input signals to the circuit 76B differ from

To provide a signal for column 1, row 1 (M11) of the .40 the input signals to the circuit 76A that includes differ
Mueller matrix to the conductor 54M11, the Mueller
ential ampli?er 70 and operational ampli?er 72 and 74
matrix converter 50 includes three differential opera

tional ampli?ers 58, 60 and 62 and three operational
ampli?ers 64, 66 and 68.
The conductor 48A0 is electrically connected
through the potentiometer or variable resistor 58A0 to
the positive input terminal of the differential ampli?er
62. The inverting input of the differential ampli?er 62 is
electrically connected to conductor 54M22 through the
operational ampli?er 64, which has its input and feed
back resistors adjusted to multiply its input from con
ductor 54M22 by one fourth and apply it to ampli?er 62.
The output of the differential ampli?er 62 is con
nected to the positive input terminal of the differential
ampli?er 60 and provides to it the signal from conduc

- but otherwise the circuits are the same.

To provide the Mueller matrix element M14 to con
ductor 54M14, the Mueller matrix converter 50 includes
45 a differential ampli?er 78 and an operational ampli?er
80 with one input to the differential ampli?er 78 being

electrically connected through the calibration potenti
ometer 56B1 to conductor 48B1 and with the other or

negative input to the differential ampli?er 78 being

electrically connected through the operational ampli
?er 80 to conductor 54M24. The differential ampli?er
80 is adjusted to divide the output on conductor 54M24
in half.
To provide a value equal to the Mueller matrix ele
ment M21 to conductor 54M21, the Mueller matrix con

tor 48A0 minus the signal on conductor 54M22 divided

verter 50 includes a circuit 76C identical to the circuit

by one fourth. The negative or inverting input of the
differential ampli?er 60 is electrically connected to
conductor 54M12 through the operational ampli?er 68

76A. The output of the circuit 76C is electrically con
nected to conductor 54M21 and one of its inputs is

which is adjusted to divide the signal on conductor
54Ml2 by one half by an adjustment of its feedback and

connected through the calibration potentiometer _56Al0

to conductor 48A10 and the other is electrically con
nected to the output of conductor 54M22.
input resistor.
To provide the Mueller matrix element M22 to con
The output of the differential ampli?er 60 is con
ductor 54M22, the Mueller matrix converter 50 includes
nected to the positive input of differential ampli?er 58
an operational ampli?er 84, a differential ampli?er 86
and applies a signal to that input which is equal to a' 65 and an inverter 88. Conductor 48A12 is electrically
signal on conductor 48A0 as calibrated by potentiome
connected through the calibrating potentiometer 56A12
ter 56A0 minus one half of the signal on conductor
to the input of the inverter 88, the output of the inverter
54M12 and one fourth of the signal on conductor’
88 being electrically connected to the negative or in

9
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verting terminal of the differential ampli?er 86. The
other input or positive input of the differential ampli?er
86 is electrically connected to conductor 48A8 through
the calibration potentiometer 56A8 so that the signals

10

pli?er 104, an inverter 106 and an operational ampli?er
108. Conductor 48B5 is electrically connected through
the calibration potentiometer 56B5 to conductor 48B5
and the inverter 106 to the non-inverting input of the
differential ampli?er 104 and conductor 54M42 is elec

on conductors 48A8 and 48A12 are added. The output

of the differential ampli?er 86 is connected to conduc

trically connected through the operational ampli?er 108

tor 54M22 through the operational ampli?er 84, with

to the inverting or negative terminal of the differential

the operational ampli?er 84 being adjusted to multiply
the input signal by 4.

ampli?er 104. The operational ampli?er 108 is adjusted
to multiply by one half and the output of the differential
ampli?er 104 is electrically connected to conductor
54M41.
To provide an output potential to conductor 54M42
which is equal in value to Mueller matrix element M42,
the Mueller matrix converter 50 includes a circuit 102C
which is identical to circuit 102A and has its output
electrically connected to conductor 54M42 and its input
electrically connected to conductor 48B3 through the

To provide a potential which is of the value of the
Mueller matrix element M23 to conductor 54M23, the
Mueller matrix converter includes an operational ampli
?er 90 and a differential ampli?er 92. The positive input

of the differential ampli?er 92 is electrically connected
to conductor 48B12 through calibration potentiometer
56B12 and the inverting or negative terminal is electri

cally connected to 4888 through calibrating potentiom

eter 56B8. The output of the differential ampli?er 92 is
calibration potentiometer 56133.
connected to conductor 54M23 through the operational
To provide an output to conductor 54M43 which is
ampli?er 90 which is adjusted to multiply by four.
20 equal in value to the Mueller matrix element M43, the
To provide a value of potential which is equal to the
Mueller matrix converter includes a circuit 102D which
Mueller matrix element M24 to conductor 54M24, the
is identical to the circuit 102A and has its output electri
Mueller matrix converter 50 includes an operational
cally connected to conductor 54M43 and its input elec
ampli?er 94 having its output electrically connected to
trically connected to conductor 48A3 through the cali
conductor 54M24 and its input electrically connected to 25 bration potentiometer 56A3.
conductor 48B3 through the calibration potentiometer
To provide a potential'to conductor 54M44 which is
56B3, the operational ampli?er 94 having values of
equal in value to the Mueller matrix element M44, the
feedback and input resistances which cause it to multi
matrix converter 50 includes an operational ampli?er
ply its input signal by four.
114 which is adjusted to multiply by two and has its
To provide an output signal to conductor 54M31
output electrically connected to conductor 54M44 and
which is equal in value to Mueller matrix element M3],
its input electrically connected to conductor 48A4
the Mueller matrix converter 50 includes a circuit 76D
through the calibration potentiometer 56A4 and the
which is the same as the circuit 76C except that its
inverter 116.
output is electrically connected to conductor 54M31
In use, the Mueller matrix converter 50 is calibrated
rather than 54M21, one of its inputs is electrically con
by applying the beam of light 34 through pure air or
nected to conductor 48B10 through the calibration
vacuum in the sample cell‘ 20. With this arrangement,
potentiometer 56B10 and its other conductor is electri
the calibration potentiometers 56A0 are adjusted for
cally connected to conductor 54M32.

.

calibration. With pure air as the medium the recorder or

To apply a potential to conductor 54M32 which is
equal in value to the Muller matrix element M32, the

display 52 should indicate all zero’s except for “one’s”

Mueller matrix converter 50 includes a circuit 98B

cancels out the irregularities in the optical systems and
recorder or display.
In FIG. 3, there is shown a novel circuit for rotating
an optical element 118. The optical element 118 may be

along the principal diagonal of the Mueller matrix. This .

which is identical to the circuit 98A connected to con

ductor 54M22 except that its output is electrically con

nected to conductor 54M32 rather than to conductor
54M22 and one of its inputs is electrically connected to 45 any element through which light passes. However, in

conductor 48B8 through the calibration potentiometer

the polarimeter of FIG. 1, it is particularly useful for the

56B8 and its other is electrically connected to conduc

element 118 to be a mica disc of a quarter-wave retarder

tor 481312 through the calibration potentiometer 56B12.
To provide a potential to conductor 54M33 which is
equal in value to the Mueller matrix element M33, the

such as 32 or 38 (FIG. 1) so that. its rotation electroni~
cally or optically without actual movement serves to

modulate the beams of light 34 and 36 (FIG. 1). How

Mueller matrix converter 50 includes a circuit 98C

ever, the embodiment of FIG. 3 has other uses as well.

which is identical to the circuit 98A except that its
output is electrically connected to conductor 54M33,
one input is electrically connected to conductor 48A8

To rotate the element 118 optically, the optical rota
tor 120 in FIG. 3 includes ?rst and second Faraday cells
122 and 124 electrically connected to a source of AC

through the adjusting potentiometer 56A8 and its other
input is electrically connected to conductor 48A12

through the adjusting potentiometer 56A12.
To provide a potential to conductor 54M34 which is

equal to the Mueller matrix element M34, the Mueller

55

signals 126, through windings which are in oppositely
disposed relationship so that current biases the Faraday
cell 122 in one direction and 124 in the opposite direc

tion by an equal amount during eachhalf cycle of AC
signal. Thus, the electromagnetic ?eld applied to the

matrix converter 50 includes a circuit 102B which is the 60 Faraday cell 122 is equal and opposite to the ?eld ap
same as the circuit 102A that includes the operational
plied to the Faraday cell 124 so that a beam of light 127

ampli?er 94 except that its output is electrically con
nected to conductor 54M34 and its input is electrically

passing through each is rotated in one direction by cell

connected to conductor 48A9 through a calibration

accomplished by applying signals of opposite polarity

potentiometer 56A9.

122 and in the other direction by cell 124. This may be
65 to the windings or by windings wound oppositely.

To provide a potential to conductor 54M41 which is

The Faraday cells 122 and 124 are on opposite sides

equal in value to the Mueller matrix element M41, the

of the element 118 and aligned with the beam of light

Mueller matrix converter 50 includes a differential am

127 so that the beam of light 127 passes through the ?rst
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Faraday cell 122 which rotates it in ‘one direction, be
fore it reaches the optical element 118 and, after leaving

be represented by the Mueller matrix shown in Table 3.

the optical element 118, it passes through the Faraday

In Table 3 the tangent of psi represents the differen
tial attenuation of the two basic polarization compo
nents which are parallel and perpendicular to the plane
of incidence of the light. Delta represents the difference
in phaseshift experienced by those same polarizations
upon re?ection. Thus, the symbol psi and delta repre

cell 124 which rotates it in the opposite direction. The
rotation of the light in the two directions is the equiva
lent optically of rotating the element 118. Conse
quently, the modulating source 126 modulates the beam
of light 127 just as though the quarter-wave retarder
118 was rotated physically.

=

-

--

.

An explanation of this technique of rotating an object

optically by rotating polarized light is given in the arti

12

beam 36. With this'arrangement, the optical system can

10

sent well known characteristics of an isotropic surface,
which can be calculated by the Mueller matrix in a
known way. -

‘

cle “Simulation of Mechanical Rotation by Optical

TABLE 3

Rotation: Application to the Design of a New Fourier

Photo Polarimeter” by R. M. A. 'Azzam, J. Opt. Soc.
Am., Vol.68, No. 4, April, 1978, 518-521.
‘
' In FIG. 4, there is shown a partial schematic diagram

7

.

M =

1

,_

—cos2\l1

0

—‘cos2xll

l

0

0

0

0

0

sinZXcosA

sin2xsinA

0

0

— sinZxsinA

sinZXCOSA

of the embodiment of FIG. '1, using the modulator of
FIG. 3 rather than themodulator 26. As shown in this

The zero values shown in the matrix of Table 3 are

view, the identical source of light 28, polarizer 30, sam

always zero for light re?ected from an isotropic surface.

ple cell 20, polarizer 40, photodetector 42, and conduc

If they are not zero, then their value indicates that the

tor 44 are used to supply a signal to the Fourier signal

surface is not purely isotropic or that the measuring

analyzer 46 (FIG. 1) to develop information for use in a
Mueller matrix. However, a different ?rst quarter-wave
retarder 148 is used rather than the retarder 32 in the
embodiment of FIG. 1 and a different second retarder
150 is used in the embodiment of FIG. 4 rather than the
quarter-wave retarder 38 which is used in the embodi
ment of FIG. 1. The retarders 148 and 150 operate in
accordance with the principle described in FIG. 3.

instrument is not calibrated properly; ,

‘To provide quarter-wave modulation, a pulse genera
tor 123 generates pulses at a selected rate consistent

with the condition of the sample cell 20. That is, the
frequency of the pulsesis ‘set so that if the samples vary
in the sample cell 20 such as in a ?ow cell, the frequency
of sampling is fast enough to obtain a readout ,within
10% of the change.

i

,

l

The pulse generator 143 provides pulses to two Fara

EXAMPLE 2
Modulated monochromatic light in the beam 34
(FIG. 1) is transmitted to an optically anisotropic me
dium with combined birefringence and linear dichroism
along the same axes. The Mueller matrix representing

the characteristics of the anisotropic medium is given in
Table 3 and it is the same for example 1 (Table 3).
The values of delta and tangent of psi are given in
Equation 1. In this equation “d” represents the distance
traveled through the medium, lambda is the vacuum
wave length of light, K0 and K9 are the ordinary and
extraordinary extinction coefficients of the medium and
no and n., are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive
indices of the medium.

day cells 144 and 146 to perform in the manner of the

embodiment of FIG. 3 to modulate the light passing
EQUATION 1
through the polaroid sheet 40 to the photocell 42. These
M 5 same as in l where tamll = exp |:-- MT” (ke — k,,) :l
pulses are also connected to a frequency multiplier 158
which multiplies the frequency by 5 and applies it to the 45
two Faraday cells 140 and 142 on opposite sides of the
disc 147 of the quarter-wave retarder 148.
Because the Faraday cells 144 and 146 are in line with

the light passing through a mica disc 145', the quarter

A:

A

Fourier terms corresponding to the lines of 48 for
Table 3 are given in Table 4.

wave retarder 150, and on opposite sides of the disc 145,

they rotate the polarized light passing through the re

EXAMPLE 3

tarder. In this way, the retarder 150 includes a mica
plate 145 which retards the light by a quarter wave as it

The light .beam 34 is modulated and transmitted
through an optically anisotropic medium with arbitrary
<orthogonal elliptical eigenpolarizations. The Mueller
matrix representing the optical system is given in Table

passes through at the frequency set by the pulse genera
tor 143. The mica plate 147 or other quarter-wave re

tarder between the Faraday cells 140'and 142 operates

5 for this example. In this table, omega represents the

in a similar manner to modulate the light at a frequency
elliptical birefringence of the medium; tau represents
one ?fth of that modulated by the mica plate 145. As
the distance through the medium; and mu, nu and eta
can be understood, the end result is the same as that 60 are elements of the normalized orthogonal Stokes eigen
with the embodiment of FIG. 1 but the mechanical
vectors. The terms in the Fourier analysis are given in
rotationof the half quarter-wave retarders is avoided.
Table 6.

Several examples of the use of the polarimeters of
FIGS. 1 and 4 are given below.‘

'

EXAMPLE _1
The sample cell 20 is an isotropic surface from 'which
the beam of light 34 (FIG. -1)'is reflected to form the

EXAMPLE 4
The light beam 34 is transmitted through a medium in

20 which includes a system of spherical optically iso
tropic particles. The terms of the Fourier analysis are
given in Table 7 and ‘the: Mueller matrix in Table 8.
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TABLE 4
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O

0

0

0

n
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O

O

O
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12
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O
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TABLE 5

M =

1

0

0
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0

_ 0
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'
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O
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0
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TABLE 6
n

0
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3

48A,,

11 + (coswr + 172 (l —

0

Kcosan + 1,2 (l — cosw1))

—§(—'r)sin1111 — pv(l — 0051111))

48B"
11

0
4

§(vsin1n1 + 11.1)(1 — 0051111))
5

{(psinaw -— v1; (1 — cos1o1))
6
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0
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0
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cosm1))

48A,I —§(cos1u1 + 11.2(l — 005101))
48B"
0
n
8

1O

48A,I

1(cosw1 + M112 + v2) (1 — 605017))

{(nsinwr —- p.11 (1 — 005101))

{cosw-r + 112 (1 —'cos1o1))

48B”

—}(sinw'r)

—i(vsinw1 + 11.1] (1 — cosw1))

1(—p.sin1o1 — v1; (1 — cosw1))

'

n

11

12

48A,,

—}(p.sinw1 — 11v (1 — cosm1))

M112 — v2) (1 — coswr)
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§(vsinm1 + p.11 (1 — 1205101))

-—}111] (1 — cosm1)

TABLE 7
11
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4

an 5/4 M11 + M12

0

éM12 + {M11

+iM3l1

b,I

0

0

0

11

0

7

an —}M34
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5

6

—éM33

0

Miss

0

1 0

0

s

9
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“M11 + M33)
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éMlz + iM11

—§M34
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0

0

TABLE 8

M=

used as an elipsometer in aknown way in the art by

0

0

8
M33

g
M34

0

0

-M34

M33

45 analyzing the electrical signal generated by a photocon
ductor and for this purpose includes: (1) a source of
polarized light 134; (2) the optical rotator 120 described
in connection with FIG. 3; and (3) a linear polarizer 136
which serves as an analyzing polarizer and a photode
50 tector 138.

>

‘

EXAMPLE 5
The light beam 34 is transmitted through a randomly

This arrangement works substantially in the same
manner as the unit of FIG. 3 with the source of potential

oriented collection of particles, each of which may be
optically active. The terms in the Fourier analysis are

126 applymg current to‘ vilmdmgs .on the Faraday cells
122 and 124 to rotate th.e hght passmg tin-(Pugh the quar

shown in Table 9 and the Mueller matrix in Table 10. 5s “*"wave retard“ 118"‘ °PP°S1“* dlre‘m‘ms t° m°d“'
late the light before it is. passed to the analyzer 136.
In FIG. 5, there is shown a Fourier photopolarimeter

for measuring the state of polarization of light using the
optical rotator of FIG. 3. This photopolarimeter may be
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TABLE 10
M =

M11
M12

M12
M22

M13
M23

M 14
M24

—M13
M14

—M23
M24

M33
—M34

M34
M44

The results of this analyzer may be used for elipsometric
measurements as known in the art and as more speci?r

cally described in the aforementioned publication of
R.M.A. Azzam, J. Opt. Soc. Am., Vol. 68, No. 4, April,
1978, 5l8—52l.
As can be understood from the above description,

this polarimeter has the advantages of being usable for a
number of different applications, resulting in a rela
tively simple calculation to determine the characteris
tics of a medium through which light is transmitted and
being inexpensive. It is only required to have two mov
ing parts or electrical units which simulate the moving
parts to provide modulation of the light transmitted to
the medium and from the medium.

The instrument is capable of measuring simulta
neously and automatically all 16 elements of the Muel
ler matrix that characterizes the most general elastic

16

performing Fourier analysis on said electrical signal
to develop electrical signals representing the coef
?cients of the Fourier analysis of said signal; and
converting said amplitudes to the elements of a Muel

ler matrix.
2. The method of claim 1 further including the step of
displaying said elements of said Mueller matrix.
3. The method of claim 2 in which the step of modu
lating the ?rst beam of light at a predetermined fre
quency includes the step of modulating a monochro
matic beam of light at said predetermined frequency.
4. A method according to claim 3 in which the step of

modulating includes the step of modulating said beam
with a quarter-wave retarder.

5. A method according to claim 4 in which the step of

modulating a beam of light includes the step of polariz
ing said ?rst beam of light. ‘
6. A method according to claim 5 in which the term
of the Mueller matrix in the second row and fourth
column is a measure of a negative four times the ampli
tude of the ninth sine term in the Fourier series, four
times the eleventh sine term in the Fourier series and

fog, haze, clouds and rain; and (3) astronomical obser
vations of planetary atmospheres and interplanetary

twice the difference between the eleventh sine term and
the ninth sine term.
7. A method according to claim 6 in which the Muel
ler matrix element in the third row and fourth column is
taken to be four times the ninth cosine term in the Fou
rier series, a negative four times the eleventh cosine
term in the Fourier series and twice the difference be

dust.
Moreover, this instrument operates as an ellipsometer

tween the ninth cosine term and the eleventh cosine
term of the Fourier series.

interaction of light withtany sample. Consequently, it
can be used for studies such as: (1) measuring the den

sity and particle-size distribution of colloidal suspen

sions and aerosols; (2) meteorological investigations of

8. The method of claim 7 in which the step of deter
mining the Mueller elements includes the step of deter
mining the fourth element in the fourth row of the
tages, which are: (1) it can readily characterize surface
Mueller matrix by measuring one of a negative two
optical anisotropy; and (2) it is essentially self-calibrat
times the fourth cosine coef?cient, two times the sixth
mg.
cosine coef?cient and the difference between the sixth
The instrument measures natural or electrically mag
cosine coef?cient and the fourth cosine coefficient of
netically induced linear birefringence and linear dichro
ism as well as circular birefringence (optical rotation) 40 the Fourier series.
9. A method according to claim 8 in which the step of
and circular dichroism. These two uses are signi?cant in
determining the elements of the Mueller matrix includes
physics, chemistry, biochemistry and biophysics.
the step of determining the element in the fourth row in
The optical rotator of FIG. 3 has several independent
the third column of the Mueller matrix by measuring
advantages. These stem from its ability to rapidly modu

for the characterization of surfaces and thin ?lms. In

this special application it has several additional advan

late radiation without being subject to inertial effects.
Although a preferred embodiment has been described
with some particularity, many modi?cations and varia
tions are possible in the preferred embodiment without
deviating from the invention. Therefore, it is to be un
derstood that, within the scope of the appended claims,
the invention may be practiced other than as speci?

cally described.
What is claimed is:
1. A method of measuring characteristics of a me

dium from its interaction with light comprising the steps
Of:
modulating a beam of light at a ?rst frequency;

transmitting said beam of light to said medium after

modulating it;
modulating the light leaving said medium at a second

frequency;
one of said steps of modulating the beam of light at a

?rst frequency and modulating the beam of light
leaving said medium includes the step of modulat
ing one of the ?rst and second beams to be ?ve 65

times the frequency of the other;
developing an electrical signal representing the inten

sity of said light leaving said medium;

one of a negative four times the third cosine term, four
times the seventh cosine term, and two times the differ
ence between the seventh cosine term and the third
cosine term of the Fourier analysis.

10. A method according to claim 9 in which the step
of determining the elements of the Mueller matrix in
cludes the step of determining the element in the fourth
row and second column of the Mueller ‘matrix by mea

suring one of a negative four times the third sine signal
of the Fourier analysis, a negative four times the sev
enth sine term of the Fourier signal and a negative two
times ‘the sum of the third sine term and the seventh sine
term of the Fourier signal.
11. A method according to claim 1 in which the step
of modulating a beam of light at a ?rst predetermined
frequency includes the steps of:

‘

rotating polarized light through a ?rst angle as it
approaches a light retarder; and
rotating light through an equal angle in the opposite
direction after the light has passed through said
retarder.
12. A method according to claim 1 in which the step

of modulating the light leaving said medium includes
the steps of:
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rotating polarized light through an angle as it ap
proaches a light retarder; and
rotating the light through an equal angle in the oppo

quency includes the step of altering a predeter
mined optical characteristic of a ?rst optical ele
ment positioned within said beam of light at said
?rst frequency, whereby said beam of light has an
optical characteristic modulated at said ?rst fre

site direction after it leaves said retarder. '

13. A polarimeter comprising:
means for applying polarized light modulated at a
?rst frequency to a medium;

'

quency; and

means for receiving the modulated light from the

at a second frequency includes the step of altering
said predetermined'optical characteristic of a sec

ond optical element substantially the same as said

’

means for receiving the second modulated light from

?rst optical element positioned within said beam of

light at said second frequency, whereby said-prede

said means and converting it to an electrical signal;

means for performing Fourier analysis on said electri
cal signal to develop a plurality of terms of a Fou

termined characteristic of the light is modulated at
‘ said second frequency.

rier analysis representative of said electrical signal;
means for calculating from said terms of said Fourier
analysis the elements of a Mueller matrix; and
means for indicating the terms of the Mueller matrix.
14. Apparatus according to claim 13 in which said 20
?rst and second means for modulating are quarter-wave
retarders.

'

g

'

15. Apparatus according to claim 14 in which said
means for calculating elements of the Mueller matrix
includes calibration means for adjusting the Mueller 25
matrix readout to indicate no change when said light is
transmitted through a medium having no elastic interac
tion therewith.

'

the step of modulating the light leaving said medium

medium and modulating it at a second frequency;
one of said first and second frequencies being ?ve
times the other;

18

the step of modulating a beam of light at a ?rst fre-'

frequency; and

K

the step of modulating the light leaving said medium
at a second frequency includes the steps of moving
a second light-wave retarder in said beam of light
at said second frequency.
22. A method according to claim 21 in which:
thestep of modulating a beam of light at a ?rst fre

quency includes the step of rotating said ?rst light
wave retarder within said beam of. light at a first

'

16. Apparatus according to claim 15 in which said
means for calculating the elements of said Mueller ma 30
trix include a means for measuring one of the negative
four times the ninth sine term of the Fourier series, four
times the eleventh term of the sine signal or twice the
difference between the eleventh sine term and the ninth

sine term of the Fourier signal and said display means 35
includes a means for displaying said measured signal.

17. Apparatus according to claim 13 in which said
means for applying polarized light includes:

'

21. A method according to claim 20 in which:
said step of modulating a beam of light at a ?rst fre
quency. includes the step of moving a ?rst light
wave retarder in said beam of light at said ?rst

at a second frequency includes the step of rotating
- said second light-wave retarder at said second fre

quency in said beam of light.
23. A method according to claim 20 in which:
the step of modulating a beam of light at a ?rst fre
quency the step of simulating the rotation of a ?rst
light-wave retarder in said beam of light at a ?rst

frequency;

'

?rst means for receiving light and rotating it through
a predetermined angle;

the step of simulating the rotation of said ?rst light
wave retarder including the step of optically rotat- .

a retarder positioned to receive said light rotated

ing light in a ?rst direction through an angle that

through said predetermined angle; and

increases with time at a predetermined rate on one

second means positioned on the opposite side of said

means for receiving light rotating at said predeter

mined angle for receiving light passing through

frequency; and
the step of modulating the light leaving said medium

45

side of said ?rst light-wave retarder, transmitting
said light from said light beam after it has been
rotated through said light-wave retarder and rotat

said retarder and rotating it through said predeter
mined angle in the opposite direction, whereby said
retarder is optically rotated.

‘ ing said light in a second direction at the predeter

18. Apparatus according to claim 13 in which said
means for receiving the modulated light from the me 50
dium and modulating it at a second frequency includes:

the step of modulating the light leaving said medium
at a second frequency includes the step of simulat
ing rotation of a light-wave retarder in said beam of

means for rotating said light through a predetermined

angle;
a light retarder adapted to receive light from said

means for rotating said light through said predeter 55

mined angle; and
second means for rotating said light through said

predetermined angle.
19. A method according to claim 1 in which:
the step of modulating a beam of light at a ?rst fre 60
quency includes the step of changing a predeter
mined characteristic of the beam of light at said

?rst frequency; and
the step of modulating the light leaving said medium
at a second frequency includes the step of changing 65
said predetermined characteristic of said light at
said second frequency.
20. A method according to claim 19 in which:

mined rate, whereby said light-wave retarder is

optically rotated while remaining stationary;

light;
the step of simulating the rotation of a light-wave
‘retarder including the steps of rotating said beam of
light in a first direction through an angle which
increases with time at a second predetermined rate;
transmitting said light after it has been rotated
through said second light-wave retarder and rotat
ing said light in a second direction after it passes
through said light-wave retarder at said second

predetermined rate, whereby said second light
wave retarder is optically rotated while remaining

physically stationary.
24. A polarimeter according to claim 13 in which:

said means for applying polarized light modulated at
a ?rst frequency to a medium includes means for

transmitting a beam of light to said medium and

?rst modulating means positioned in said beam of
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light for changing a predetermined characteristic

20
wave retarder about an axis centered in said beam

of said light at a ?rst'frequency; and
said means for receiving the modulated light from the
medium and modulating it at a second frequency
includes second modulating means positioned in

of light at a ?rst frequency;

'

said second light-wave retarder is a second quarter
wave retarder; and

'

said means for rotating a second of said light-wave
retarders includes a means for rotating said second

said modulating light from said medium for chang
ing said predetermined characteristic at said second

quarter-wave retarder about an axis centered in

said second modulating means includes a second opti

said beam of light at said second frequency.
29. A polarimeter according to claim 24 in which:
said ?rst modulating means includes a ?rst light-wave
retarder positioned within said beam of light; ?rst
means for rotating light in said beam of light before
it reaches said ?rst light-wave retarder through an
angle that‘ increases with time at a predetermined

cal element for changing said predetermined char

rate ‘in a ?rst direction and means for rotating said

frequency.

-

i

'

25. A polarimeter according to claim 24 in which:
said ?rst modulating means includes a ?rst optical 10

element capable of changing said characteristic of
light and 'a'means for moving said ?rst optical ele
ment at'said ?rst frequency; and

i

acteristic and a means for moving said second opti
' cal element at said second frequency.

light in a second direction opposite to said ?rst

‘direction after it passes through said ?rst light
wave retarder at said'predetermined rate, whereby
said ?rst light-wave retarder is optically rotated

’

26. A polarimeter in accordance with'claim 25 in
which said ?rst and second optical elements are light
wave retarders.

while remaining‘ physically stationary;

1

27. A polarimeter according to claim 26 in which:
said means for movingv said ?rst optical element is a
means for rotating a ?rst'of said light-wave retard
ers; and

'

'

'

1

said means for moving said second optical element‘ is 25
a means for rotating said second of said light-wave
retarders.
28. A polarimeter according to claim 27 in which:
said ?rst light-wave retarder is a quarter-wave re
tarder;

~

said second modulating means including a second
light-wave retarder positioned in said beam of
light; ?rst means for rotating'said light in a ?rst
direction through an angle that increases with time
at'a second predetermined rate‘ and second means
for rotating said light in a second direction opposite
to said ?rst direction after it has passed through
said second light-wave retarder at said second pre

determined rate, whereby said second light-wave
retarder is optically rotated at said second rate

"

while remaining physically stationary.

said means for rotating a ?rst of said light-wave re

tarders is a means for rotating said ?rst quarter
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|NVENTOR(_S): R.M.A. Azzam
It is ceni?ed that error appears in the above-identi?ed patent and :that said Letters Patent

is hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 7, line

change "48154" to --48A4--;

Column 9, line 40, change "Muller" to --Mueller--;
Column 10, line 39, changev "zero's" to --zeros--;

Column 10, line 39, change "one's" to --ones--;
Table .3, row 3 , column 3, change "sinZXcosA" to
--sin2¢cosA--;
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Table 3,‘ row‘ 3, column 4, change "sin2xsinA" to

--sin21l1sinA--;
Table 3, row 4, column 3, change "-sinZXsinA" to
--

-sin2¢sinA--;
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Table 3 , row 4, column 4, change "sinZxcosA" to

--sin21PcosA--;
Table 5, row 3, change "-sinwr-w?-coswr)" to
-_- -nsinw'r—uv(l-cosw'r)--; '

Table 6, row 4, change "-%(-sinm'+pn(l-coswT))" ‘to
—- -%(-vsinwr+pn(l-cosw'r))--;

Table 6, row 5, change "1zcosw'r+n2(1-cosw'r))" to
—-1‘1(cosu>'r+n2 (l—cosw1:))--.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

Column 18, line 36, after "frequency" add "includes";
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